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Weekly Summary:
The Web application is able to connect to the database and access data for key

features. The database is complete and can connect to both apps and have a functioning Web
API for calls. For the Android application, connecting the database to the application itself.

Past Week accomplishments:
We were able to connect both the web and Android application to the backend with the

API with more features being added this time. The web application is able to get the list of items
from the database and be able to display them. Also the user is able to make new groups and
delete groups if needed. The web scraper is now fully connected between the database and a
server. The user would be able to add products to the database that are not in there. A search
algorithm is complete for the shortest path.



WebScraper connected to the database and able to get products and put them in the database



The graph object and the ability to find the shortest path.

New Controllers On API Full functionality for each
.



The home page now showcases the groups that a specific user is a member of. Entering the
name of a group and clicking Create Group will generate a new group that the user is the owner

of.

The settings page now shows the groups you are the owner of, and clicking on them will delete
them.



Each shopping list can now display the items in a list. Still working on the functionality of adding
new items to the list, leaving a group(but not deleting the group), and connecting MapBox to the
“start shopping” button.



Modified create account page to include data for the post request.

Pending Issues:
● N/A



Individual Contributions:

Name Individual Contribution Hours this
week

Total Hours

Colin Thurston Web scraper fully put onto the server and able to
be accessed from the applications. Got a search
algorithm that does find the shortest path.

10 37

Christian Baer Created API controllers for all tables. Completed
API Alpha. Working on error correction to the
current API.

12 36

Tavion Yrjo Working on routing to multiple places.
Implementation of mapbox on web interface.

8 26

Colin Willenborg Worked on the API service for the mobile app and
adding in the necessary UI changes that came with
it. Set  up api calls to get data for the User’s create
account, login, make a list, display a list and edit a
list.

12 43

Elizabeth Strzelczyk Connected the user’s groups of lists and items in
that list to the database (Can display . Can
additionally add new groups.

15 37

Erich Brandt Added a delete account button to the settings
page. Users can also see a list of groups they own
on the settings page, and can delete any groups
they own.

15 38



Plans for upcoming week:
● Web API- Christian

○ Correct any errors in API. Errors come in as Front end works on their piece.
● Database - Chrisitan

○ Create on delete for foreign keys of groupuser and shoppinglist.

● Mobile app - Colin Willenborg
○ Continue working on the API service for the mobile app and add in the necessary

UI components for each of the api calls.
○ Work on supplying the necessary data for the algorithm to display the correct

route to the user.
● Mapbox - Tavion

○ Adding implementation of routing based on user location and destinations.
○ Implementation of mapbox on the web interface.
○ Implementation of calls to the database to string together routes.

● Algorithms - Colin Thurston
○ Improve the algorithm to be A*
○ Integrate the algorithm into the two applications
○ Integrate the calls for the web scraper into the applications.

● Web app - Elizabeth/Erich
○ Connecting MapBox to the web app to generate a route for that group
○ Completing functionality for adding an item to a group (connecting the web

scraper/db to work properly here)
Summary of bi-weekly advisor meetings:

In our meeting we went over where we are in our project in terms of the functionality of
all of our pieces. We concluded that the database should be in its final stages, The API,
frontend, and mapping are being worked on currently. We Told our advisor we would have a
working prototype by 2 weeks from 3/29/2021.


